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Abstract

The mechanisms by which peptides and proteins form ordered aggregates are not well understood. Here we
focus on the physicochemical properties of amino acids that favor ordered aggregation and suggest a
parameter-free model that is able to predict the change of aggregation rates over a large set of natural
sequences. Furthermore, the results of the parameter-free model correlate well with the aggregation pro-
pensities of a set of peptides designed by computer simulations.
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Amyloid fibrils are involved in a number of diseases, in-
cluding Alzheimer’s disease, Parkinson’s disease, Hunting-
ton’s disease, prion disease, and type II diabetes (Kelly
1998; Rochet and Lansbury Jr. 2000). Therefore, it is of
fundamental medical interest to understand the mechanisms
of fibrillogenesis with the ultimate goal of designing inhibi-
tors. The amyloid fibril formation is not a property limited
to a selected few proteins: Under certain conditions it has
been shown that any polypeptide chain can form fibrils
(Dobson 1999). Because aggregation conditions vary sen-
sibly with the composition and sequence of the polypeptide,
single amino acid substitution has been used to investigate
the fibril formation (Chiti et al. 2002). In this study we
propose a formula to predict the change of aggregation and
disaggregation rate upon mutation. The agreement between
the experimental data and our formula leads us to the con-
clusion that the formation of fibrils can be explained with a
simple model based on physicochemical properties of
amino acids. We found that the polar and the nonpolar

water-accessible surface areas, the dipole moment, and the
�-stacking interaction of aromatic residues (Gazit 2002) are
essential beside the charge and the �-propensity of the se-
quence (Chiti et al. 2003). To have the most possible gen-
eral model, we do not use any parameter that needs to be
experimentally estimated. Furthermore, our equation does
not present any redundancy, whereas in previous work by
others charge and hydrophobicity were considered indepen-
dent and used as two different variables in the best-fitting
(Chiti et al. 2003).

We propose the following function to predict the effect of
a mutation on aggregation rate:

�mut��wt = �h���a�c (1)

where �wt and �mut are the aggregation rates of the wild type
and mutant, respectively. The factor �h captures most of the
nonpolar and polar interactions. An amino acid is called p if
its side chain carries a charge or a dipole; otherwise it is
called a.

For mutations that involve same type of amino acids
a → a or p → p

�h
I = �ASAmut

a �ASAwt
a a → a

ASAwt
p �ASAmut

p p → p
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where ASAa and ASAp are the nonpolar and polar water-
accessible surface areas of the amino acid side chains (Ma-
khatadze and Privalov 1990; Karplus 1997). Interestingly,
experimental evidence has been published recently on the
importance of nonpolar solvent-accessible surface area for
the amyloid-like properties of apomyoglobin (Chow et al.
2003).

For mutations that involve different types of amino acids
(a → p or p → a)

�h
II = �1�Dmut a → p

D
wt p → a

where D is the magnitude of the dipole of the amino acid
side chains. The function �I

h implies that the hydrophobicity
and aggregation rate increase as the mutation results in a
larger nonpolar surface or smaller polar surface. In �II

h , it
has been assumed that the nonpolar surface of p amino acids
compensates the nonpolar surfaces of a amino acids so that
the dipole of p amino acids exclusively characterizes the
mutation (see Supplementary Table 1).

The factor �� is related to the ratio of �-sheet propensi-
ties (Street and Mayo 1999; see Supplementary Table 1):

�� =
�mut

�wt

Functions �a and �c approximate the effect of the aromatic
residues A and total charge C, respectively:

�a�c = e�Ae−�|C|/2

The factor 1⁄2 before C has been introduced to have the same
range [−1, 1] for the arguments of the two exponential func-
tions.

In Figure 1 our model is used to predict the changes in
aggregation rates occurring in human muscle acylphospha-
tase (AcP), islet amyloid polypeptide, prion peptides,
�-synuclein, amyloid �-peptide, tau, leucine-rich repeat,
and some model peptides. As in Chiti et al. (2003), we
divided the data set in two parts to compare with their
equation. The correlation obtained with equation 1 is sig-
nificant (85% and 86% and P < 10−4), and slightly better
than the one obtained by Chiti et al. using three parameters
derived from best fitting (76% and 85% and P < 10−4). The
good agreement with experiments shows that our simple
equation, which does not contain any parameter, is very
general and can be used to describe the aggregation of sev-
eral and heterogeneous protein systems.

The validity of the formula is proved also by rearranging
the whole data set per a and p mutations: Slopes and cor-
relations are very close (see Supplementary Fig. 1; p → p:
slope � 1.01, correlation � 80%, number of points � 28;
a → a: slope � 0.92, correlation � 82%, number of

points � 15; a → p and p → a: slope � 1.01, correla-
tion � 89%, number of points � 12).

Aggregation and disaggregation are intrinsically differ-
ent, but the role played by the hydrophobicity, �-propensity,
�-stacking, and charge is the same. Considering that disag-
gregation and aggregation are opposite processes, the direct
proportionality relation between �mut/�wt and �h���a�c that
describes the aggregation turns into a relation of inverse
proportionality for the disaggregation. Therefore, the recip-
rocal of equation 1 can be used to describe the disaggrega-
tion:

�wt��mut = �h���a�c (2)

To verify the validity of this assumption, we applied equa-
tion 2 to heptapeptide sequences suggested by a genetic
algorithm approach (G. Tartaglia and A. Caflisch, in prep.).
The genetic algorithm searches the space of sequences for
those that have the best match to a certain three-dimensional
target conformation (an in-register parallel aggregate of
three heptapeptides [Gsponer et al. 2003]). For each peptide
sequence, three replicas are submitted to a 330 K molecular
dynamics simulation, starting from the �-parallel aggre-
gated conformation (CHARMM parameter 19 [Brooks et al.
1983] and solvent accessible surface-based solvation model
[Ferrara et al. 2002]). A temperature of 330 K is used to
obtain enough sampling in the time scale of the simulations
(Gsponer et al. 2003). Peptide sequences are ranked accord-
ing to their ability to prevent disaggregation. The disaggre-
gation rate is estimated for each sequence as the reciprocal
of the number of snapshots whose C� root mean square
deviation (RMSD) from the template is lower than 1 Å. Best

Figure 1. Calculated vs. observed (Chiti et al. 2003) changes in aggrega-
tion rate upon mutation: AcP (28 triangles) and heterogeneous groups of
peptide and protein systems, including islet amyloid polypeptide, prion
peptides, �-synuclein, amyloid �-peptide, �, leucine-rich repeat and some
model peptides (27 circles).
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matches, called best parents, are replicated and subjected to
mutations and crossover: 103 sequences have been studied
for a total amount of 50 �sec of simulation. The genetic
algorithm predicted several sequences similar to segments
of amyloidogenic protein as well as the sequence
HFWLVFF, which presents five matches with the amyloid
�-peptide fragment HQKLVFF (Tjernberg et al. 1999;
Williams et al. 2004). By considering that the genetic algo-
rithm sampled 103 sequences and a random search approxi-
mately needs 106 sequences to scan before finding five
matches, we conclude that the genetic algorithm approach
performs 103 better than random.

Disaggregation rates are analyzed with equation 2 only
for best parents (4% of data) for which false positives are
supposed to be less than the false negatives in the remaining
set. Furthermore, to have statistical significance, each dis-
aggregation rate has been averaged over a set of five mo-
lecular dynamics trajectories. Figure 2 shows that equation
2 holds and the correlation is very high (80% and P < 10−3).
In conclusion, the present results indicate that a simple
model based on physicochemical properties without param-
etrization is able to predict aggregation and disaggregation
rates.
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Figure 2. Calculated vs. observed changes in disaggregation rate upon
mutation: Best parents of genetic algorithm approach (27 circles). (See
Supplementary Table 2.)
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